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Abstract

This paper proposes a meta-level control mech-
anism of coordination protocols in a multi-agent
system. In an open environment, an agent needs
to respond to unexpected situations (exceptions).
By introducing a meta-level control mechanism in
the coordination protocol execution, an agent can
have flexible control over the coordination with
other agents. As a mete-level control mechanism,
methods to detect and handle exceptions are pre-
sented. For example, the proposed mechanism
allows an agent to dynamically switch a coordi-
nation protocol for use when an exception occurs.
In this paper, AgenTalk, a coordination proto-
col description language, is extended to include
primitives for the meta-levcl control. In this ex-
tension, the meta-level control is described using
the same mechanism for describing an agent’s be-
havior in a coordination protocol.

Introduction

In a multi-agent system which consists of multiple au-
tonomous agents, how to coordinate actions of agents
is one of the major issues. Generally, coordination
among agents is achieved by exchanging messages be-
tween them. We call the protocol in these message
exchanges a coordination protocol.

Multi-agent coordination needs to adapt to changes
in the environment. Many unexpected situations may
occur, such as a message failing to arrive at its desti-
nation, or the arrival of an unexpected message. An
agent needs to respond to these exceptions, possibly
changing its behavior in the coordination with other
agents.

In this paper, we propose a mechanism to introduce
a meta-level control of coordination protocols in order
to achieve more flexible control over the execution of
coordination protocols and the handling of exceptions.
There has been a lot of research done on recta-level
control, especially in the cooperative distributed prob-
lem solving area (e.g., (Corkill & Lesser 1983)). 
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research mainly focuses on the sophisticated control of
the reasoning processes of a problem solver. In con-
trast, this paper focuses on the issue of controlling the
execution of coordination protocols which are already
described in a coordination protocol description lan-
guage.

There are several languages proposed for describing
coordination protocols among agents. For example:
the agent communication language KQML (Finin et
al. 1994), which was developed as part of DARPA’s
knowledge sharing effort (Patil et al. 1992), defines
message types based on speech act theory. A language
called COOL was developed to describe coordination
protocols using KQML messages. In COOL, protocol
description is based on a finite state machine.

There is also another language, called CooL (Kolb
1995), which was evolved from the language called

2MAI L (Steiner et al. 1995) for describing a multi-
agent system in the IMAGINE project (Hangeneder,
Steiner, & McCabe 1994). In CooL, protocols are de-
scribed using cooperation methods. Another language
which allows for the easy customization of protocols
was developed in the COSY project (Bunneister, Had-
dadi, & Sundermeyer 1995).

It is not easy, however, to explicitly describe a meta-
level control of coordination protocols in these lan-
guages. In this paper., we extend a coordination proto-
col description language called AgenTalk (Kuwabara,
Ishida, & Osato 1995) and introduce primitives of 
meta-level control into this language.

This paper is structured as follows. First, an outline
of the original AgenTalk is presented. Next, a meta-
level control of coordination protocols is described,
and AgenTalk is extended to include primitives for the
meta-level control. Then, an example of the meta-level
control is shown.

AgenTalk

AgenTalk is a language for describing coordination pro-
tocols. It is intended to be used to design a real world
multi-agent system, rather than a formal descrip-
tion language of multi-agent coordination protocols.
AgenTalk facilitates the development of application-
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Figure 1: Script Component

specific protocols by providing the following features:

¯ an inheritance mechanism as seen in object-oricntcd
languages to allow the incremental definition of pro-
tocols, and

¯ the interface for each agent to customize coordina-
tion protocols.

Description Model

In AgenTalk, a coordination protocol is described
based on an extended finite state machine, and its rep-
resentation is called a script. More specifically, the
behavior of an agent followiIlg a protocol is described
as a script. By introducing an inheritance mechanism
in the definition of a script, a script can be defined
incrementally, inlmriting the definition of an existing
script.

Script: A script is defined as a tuple of states, an ini-
tial state, state transition rules, script ~-ariables, script
functkms, and an inherited script (Figure 1). Script
variables can potentially have different values for each
invocation of a script. A local function in a script can
be defined as a script fimction.

State transition rule: A state transition rule in a
script definition consists of a condition part and an
action part. In the condition part, the following con-
ditions can be written: (1) the condition on a mes-
sage arrival (rest-condition), (2) the timeout condition
(timeout-condition), and (3) the condition on script
variables (script-vat-condition).

In Agen’Ddk, a message is represented as an instance
of a m(,,~sage class, which declares slots of its instance
(message). Thus, a message is represented as pairs 
a slot and its vahm. There is also an inheritance of slot
declarations among message classes.

The condition on a message arrival (ins.q-condition)
is represented as a messa.qe paitcrn, which contains
conditions regarding a message class, a sender of the
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message, and slot values. Using an inheritance rela-
tionship among message classes, it is defined that a
message can match the message pattern which speci-
fies the super class of the message.

In the action part, various procedures can be written
including (1) the state transition to another state, (2)
the update of script variables, and (3) the control 
the script execution, which is described later.

Agent function: A script has an interface with
which an agent can customize the protocol. This in-
terface is called an agent function, and it is a kind of
callback fimction, to be called from the state transi-
tion rules during the script execution. A protocol (:an
be customized for each agent by defining its own agent
function.

The current version of AgenTalk is implemented in
Common Lisp and uses S-expression-like syntax. The
syntmx of the script definition is dcscribed in Figure 3.
The define-script macro declares a script, and the
define-script-state macro defines a state and state
transition rules which are to be active in the state. In
addition, the define-scr±pt-state macro can defin(’
a procedure which is to be invoked when a state tran-
sition to the state being defined occurs (:on-entry
option).

Execution Model

When an agent decides to follow a certain protocol, it
invokes a corresponding script. Once invoked, a script
is b~Lsically executed as follows: first, a state transi-
tion rule whose condition part holds is selected from
currently active rules; next, its action part is executed;
then the script execution goes back to the first step.

Meta-Level Control

In the proposed mel.a-l(,vel control mechanism, a script
is utilized to control the execution of another script. In
other words, a script describes a (meta-level) control
of a protocol (script). Describing the script control
mechanism by a script itself makes it possible to uti-
lize the inheritance and customization mechanisms of
script definitions.
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(define-script script-name lambda-list {script-options}*)
script-options ::= :initial-state initial-state-name

[ :script-wars ({script-vat I (script-vat initial-value)}*)
[ :inherits-froffl script-name

(define-script-state (state-name script-name) [:on-entry lisp-~orm] [:rules ({rule}*)])
rule ::= (:when condition :do action) [ :inherited
condition ::= meg-condition ] timeout-condition

[[ msg-conditionI timeout-condition ] script-vat-condition
meg-condition ::= (meg message-class [sender] {slot-name value-pattern}*)
timeout-condition ::= (timeout lisp-form)
script-vat-condition ::= (test lisp-form)

Figure 3: Syntax of Script Definition (in part)

Meta-level tol~-level

script invocation~

Domain-level
Script1 ~"

"~

~i .,,~

Script2

Figure 4: Top-level Script

Script Invocation

Another script can be invoked using the run-script
function at the action part of a state transition rule.
The script which invokes another script is called a par-
ent script, and the invoked script is called a child
script. Basically, multiple scripts can be executed
concurrently.1

When an agent receives a message, it searches the
state transition rules in the currently invoked scripts
for a rule whose condition part holds. This search
starts at the most recently invoked script and contin-
ues in the reverse order of the script invocations. That
is, a child script is searched before its parent script,
and the initially invoked script is searched last. Thus,
a parent script can be used to handle background jobs
(with lower priority), while child scripts handle each
individual jobs.

IThere is also another mode in the invocation of a script,
which suspends the execution of a parent script temporarily
until the execution of a child script terminates. This mode
is provided mainly for a programmer’s convenience.

The top-level script, which is invoked when an agent
is started, can be viewed to provide a meta-level con-
trol of protocols. That is, this top-level script will
invoke scripts of domain-level protocols as necessary
(Figure 4). By using the agent function interface, the
top-level script itself can be customized for each agent.
In addition, the top-level script can be extended inher-
iting the definition of a basic top-level script.

Script Execution Control Primitives

The run-script function returns a script execution
contezt. The context holds the information regarding
the execution of a script. When multiple scripts are in-
voked, a context is created for each script invocation.
From a context, the current state, parent context, child
context(s), and descendent context(s) can be obtained
(Table 1). A script variable can have a context as its
valuc. By describing a condition on the script vari-
ables in a state transition rule, a script can control the
execution of another script based on the status of the
script execution.

In addition to run-script, there are other primi-
tives provided for controlling the execution of a script.
They can terminate, suspend, and resume the execu-
tion of a script taking a context as an argument (Ta-
ble 2).

Detecting Exceptions
The main goal of the rests-level control described in
this paper is to handle unexpected situations. There-
fore, it is necessary to detect an exception and notify
the (meta-level) script execution (program) of the 
ception occurred. Basically, exceptions are detected ei-
ther by an AgenTalk system or by a meta-level script.
The former case includes a message delivery problem,
and the latter case includes a message which no cur-
rently activated scripts can handle.

In order that an exception can be notified, a message
class exception is defined. For each specific exception,
its derived class is defined. The examples are as fol-
lows.
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Table 1: Primitives for Accessing a Script Execution Context

primitive description
current-state context rcturns a current state name
parent-context context returns a context of an immediate parent
child-contexts context returns a list of chUd c.ontcxts
descendant-contexts context returns a list of descendant contexts

Table 2: Primitives for Script Execution Control

primitive d~cription
run-script script-name-and-options (argument}*
exit-script [ return-value ] [ context]
suspend-script [ context]
resum¯-script [ contextI

invokcs a script
terminates the script execution
suspends the script execution
resumes tile script execution

Message delivery error: When a message fails to
be delivered, the AgenTalk system sends a message of
the message-not-delivered class, which is a subclass
of exception, to the sender agent. A state transition
rule which handles this type of message can be defined
to describe an action to be taken when a message d~.
livery problem occurs.2

Message unmatched: At least one state transition
rule in currently activated scripts shoukl match an in-
coming message. When a message which does not have
a matching state trazmition rule arrives, it should be
considered an exception, and an exception noti~’ing
message (message-unmatched, which is a subclass of
exception) is sent to the agent (a receiver of the orig-
inal message).

More specifically, the top-level script has a state
transition rule whose condition part matches any me.s-
sage. Since the top-level script will bc searched last,
this rule will be fired only when no other scripts have
a matching rule. The action part of this rule is to
send a message of the message-unmatched class to the
agent. A user needs to define a script which handles
this message-unmatched message.

Coping with Exceptions

An agent needs to respond to the exceptions. In this
section, a mechanism to handle a message-unmatched
exception is described. T|m basic idea is to search for
a script which can handle the unmatched message and
c~ange the script of az~ executing context to the script
found. Using this mechanism, it is possible that a lmsic
protocol (script) is invoked first, and an agent changes
the executing script to an extended and more specific
protocol (script) as the nc~d arises (i.e., the arrival 
a message which cannot be handled).

"This kind of state trmmition rule is often in effec! in all
states. Thus, there is a way to define this kind of exception
handling rules separately from typical state transition rules.

This default behavior is defined in the top-level
script. Since a matclfing ,~tatc transition rule is
searched for in the reverse order of the script invo-
cations, this default behavior can be overridden hy in-
voking a script which contains a rule that can handle
a message-unmatched message.

AgenTalk supports an inheritance in the script def-
initions. This inheritance relationship is utilized to
change the executing script dyna4zfically. We call a
script whose definition is inherited a superclass script,
and a script which inherits the definition of another
script a subclass script.

A primitive change-script is introduced which
changes the executing script of a context to another
script. 3 In order to change the executing script, the
following conditions must be met.

¯ Both original and new scripts must have the same
supercla.ss script (including itself).

¯ The state with the same name of a current state of
the context must exist in a new script.

The former condition can reasonably limit the range of
scripts when a n(:w script is searched for. The latter
condition ensures that the current state can be deter-
mined in a new script. If the script of a context changes
from a superclass script (more general one) to a sub-
class script (more specific one), the above conditions
will hold, since a new script will have a state wil.h the
same name as the current state, inheriting from the
superclass script.

When the script of a context changes, s(’ript vari-
ables may also change. When a script variable is no
longe.r necessary in a new" script, the current value of
the variable is temporarily stored. When the execut-
ing script is changed later and a script variable with

3When we view a ~ript definition as a class definition,
and its exet:uting context as an instance of a clmss ms in
object-oriented languages, changing the executing scrip! of
a context corresponds to changing the class of an instance
(e.g., change-class in Common Lisp).
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; ; ; script declaration
(define-script top-level ()

:initial-state ’start)
; ; ;state transition rules
(define-script-state (start top-level)

: rules
; ; this rule matches a message-unmatched message.

(( :when (msg message-unmatched :message ?msg)
; ;find a script which can handle the message (?msg).
; ; context re/ers to the current execution context.
; ; note lhat Common Lisp functions/macros can be used here.
:do (let ((context-list (descendant-contexts context)))

; ; try each context in the descendant contexts.
(dolist (this-context context-list)

; ; is an appropriate script found?
(let ((scripts (find-script this-context ?msg)))

(when scripts
; ; i/found, change the executing script of this context to the top o/the script list.
(change-script this-context (car scripts) ?meg)
; ; exit the dolist.
(return nil) ) ) ) 

; ; other default rules such as handling a message-not-delivered message should come here...

; ;the last rule matches any message.
(:when (meg message)
; ; send an exceplion notifying message to itself (self).
:do (send-message self ’message-unmatched :message meg))

))

Figure 5: Example Code of the Top-level Script (in part)

the same name is needed again, the previously stored
value is restored.

The primitive change-script has an optional argu-
ment unmatched-message so that the message which
has triggered the script change can be processed when
change-scr±pt is called. In addition, a primitive
(find-scripts) is provided to find a list of candidate
scripts from (a library of) existing scripts. This prim-
itive takes a context and an unmatched message as
its arguments and returns a list of possible scripts to
which the executing script of a given context can be
changed. Using these primitives, an example top-level
script can be written as seen in Figure 5.

Example

Let us consider an example taken from the contract
net protocol (Smith 1980). The basic contract net pro-
tocol uses a task announcement, a bid, and an award
to allocate a task among agents. The state transi-
tion of a manager agent, which allocates a task to
another agent, can be described as seen in Figure 6
(the state transition diagram) and Figure 7 (the sam-
ple code) (Kuwabara, Ishida, & Osato 1995). After 

manager agent broadcasts a task announcement mes-
sage, it waits for a bid message, and the manager agent
sends an award message if a proper bid is received.

Many extensions to the basic contract net protocol
are possible. For example, when an agent receives a
task announcement but cannot send back a bid, the
agent may send aa immediate response bid (Smith
1980) to notify the manager agent of the reason why
a bid cannot be sent. Similarly, we can consider a
counter proposal to the task announcement instead of
a bid. This counter proposal message would suggest a
task specification the agent can handle. If we incorpo-
rate this extension, a counter proposal message needs
to be handled in the announced state in addition to
bid messages. When a manager agent recognizes that
an award cannot be sent, it checks the counter pro-
posal messages received so far and decides whether it
goes back to the start state and sends another (possibly
modified) task announcement (Figure 8 and Figure 9).

Let us suppose that agents cannot decide which spe-
cific extension of the contract net protocol to use at
the start. Using the script change mechanism de-
scribed above, an agent can start with the basic pro-
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(define-script cnet-manager (task)

: initial-state ~ start

:script-vars (bid-queue contract-id))

; ; ; start state

(define-script-state (start chef-manager)
; ;broadcast a task-announcement message by invoking the agent/unction almotmce-task.
:on-entry (progn (set/ ($ contract-id) (! announce-task))

(goto-state ~ announced)))
; ; ; announced state
(define-script-state (announced cnet-manager)

: rules

; ; wait/or a bid message with the same contraet-id.
((:when (msg bid :contract-id !($ contract-id))

:do (if (! send-award-immediately-if-possible msg)
(goto-state ~ success)
(push msg ($ hid-queue))))

; ; check a timeout condition.
(:when (timeout (task-expiration task))

:do (if (! send-award-if-possible)

(Eoto-state ~ success)

(goto-state ’ failure) ) ) 

; ; ; success state
(define-script-state (success cnet-manager)

:on-entry (exit-script t))
; ; ;failure state
(define-script-state (failure oust-manager)

:on-entry (exit-script nil))

Figure 7: Example Script of a Manager in the Contract Net Protocol

cnet-manager

~ Task Announcement

.~ Bid
(announced ~ Award
"- , " \ Immediately?
Tirne out

Send an Award? No I Yes

Figure 6: State Transition of a Manager in the Con-
tract Net Protocol

tocol (cnet-manager script) and switch the executing
script to the extended script when a message which
cannot be handled by the current script arrives (in this
case, cotmzer-proposal). When such a message ar-
rives, the default rule in the top-level script sends a

message-unmatched exception message to the agcnt.
This message results in switching the executing script
to the cnet-manager-w±th-counter-proposal script
(Figure 10).

Of course, it is possible to define a script which in-
cludes all the possible extensions and invoke that script
from the start. Hov,~ever, as a protocol becomes com-
plicated, it may not be possible to define a script which
(:an handle all the extensions, because some of the ex-
tensions may be incompatible with each other. In such
a case, switching the executing script is useful.

Conclusion

This paper described the meta-level control of coordi-
nation protocols and presented a way to implement it
as an extension to AgenTalk. The primitives for con-
trolling the script execution are introduced and a script
itself is used to control the execution of other scripts.

Currently the meta-level control mechanism de-
scrit)ed in this paper is being implemented in
AgenTalk. In addition, AgenTalk is planned to
be extended to represent the procedural knowl-
edge (Georgeff & Lansky 1986) of an agent. The orig-
inal vcrsion of AgenTalk which runs on Allegro Corn-
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(define-script cnet-manager-with-counter-proposal (task)
: script-vars (counter-proposal-list)

: inherits-from cnet-manager)

; ; ; redefine the announced state.
(define-script-state (announced cnet-manager-with-counter-proposal)

: rules

(; ;state transition rules are inherited.
: inherited

; ; a state transition rule which handles a counter-proposal message is added.
(:when (msg counter-proposal :contract-id ! ($ contract-id))
; ; record counter proposals.
:do (push msg ($ counter-proposal-list)))))

; ; ; redefine the failure state.
(define-script-state (failure cnet-manager-vith-counter-proposal)

; ; check counter proposals received so far.
:on-entry (if (! retry-using-counter-proposal-p)

; ;go back to the start state.
(goto-state ’start)
; ;exit the execution o/this script.

(exit-script nil)))

Figure 9: Example Script of a Manager in the Extended Contract Net Protocol with a Counter Proposal

cnet-manager-wlth-counter-proposal

cnet-maflsger

J:

""" :’::’{ ............~r

/~,...~ ........... Proposal

i ..-" ~,j~
," ..................."~ 1/"""’; ......... ~ . i¯ i success j I; fadure ~ /

!__:’= ........:_:’ ...............~:::::::::_~_ ..........L.,

Figure 8: Extended Contract Net Protocol with a
Counter Proposal

men Lisp and Macintosh Cerumen Lisp is available as
free. software.4

The meta-level control mechanism proposed in this
paper is rather simple one. For example, it is not easy
to make certain that an unmatched message is a re-
sponse to the previously sent message. Moreover, since
multiple script execution contexts may exist in one
agent simultaneously, the meta-level control mecha-
nism needs to find an appropriate context when switch-

4U’RL: http://www, cslab, tas. ntt. jp/at/

ing a script. Currently, selecting the correct context is
up to a user; in a user program, a message class may
need to have a slot which holds an ID of a message
exchange sequence (conversation) in order to distin-
guish between script execution contexts. Extending
the AgenTalk language to handle these matters more
easily is left for the future work.

Finally, we plan to evaluate the mechanism proposed
in this paper by building multi-agent applications such
as a conference registration support system.
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